The opening border project - A self produced media in liquid union channels project
We are now preparing our own self produced media (of conclusions, interpretations, reports and expressions)
produced in high quality and in a scalable platform, developed bottom up in authentic and fair way, while getting
together with many different groups, delivering and receiving the messages of migrants in all Europe.
Who, How and Where?
• The qualified production and
networking is used by and for the
people on the ground.
• The production is made by liquid
union channels, of which portion in
their union's finance is determined
by periodical (monthly) vote of the
union's members.
• The union finance is made of
membership fee, donation, tax
payer projects and/or
advertisements.
• Some local liquid unions are board
members in other, more general,
parent liquid union.
• The members voting is manual
and/or electronic e.g. by iiaom
http://comcomist.github.io/privateq
• The liquid union channel, for to be recognized by its voters put its logo in its releases, e.g. in social media
and for to be appreciated by the other members, put the logo of groups of the voting members only with
their permission it in its site.
• In the room, sometime with some translators, students, empowered youth and liquid unions members are
learning by training the editing service with some paid professionals.
Here is a scenario:
• In Greece: Three people are talking, of which one is the platform's correspondent recording the other two
with their permission, then encrypt and upload the data to the platform and then send its link, specifications
and key, to one or more trusted channels in the platform.
• In Berlin: Such channel, renting services in one editor room, edit the material and produce it, as it is
specified by the correspondent, as a clear and affective statement for the people and in the language
specified and then spread it to press release, social media mailing list as it is specified.

The Term and Conditions of Holding Shares in Common Company (ComCom)
Preamble: This license of ownership is designed to protect against takeover and for building small units holding
bigger ones in a recursive manner and while keeping mobility and mutuality of their owners. Specifically designed
against big monopolizing players or pretenders only temporally/partly fulfilling the cause of such units. It is
implemented by each buyer or seller, which must care for the terms of this license, where the minimum damage
for any owner’s units is reflected by the value of the share of the unit.
A Common company (ComCom) ownership agreement is an agreement of ownership between the company’s
owners. The agreement, or the qualified majority required to change it, is unchangeable. The ownership over any
part of the ComCom, including any of its asset, can be transferred between its owners only under this license:
• Each owner is either an ordinary owner or a peer owner being equal to another peer owner and may only be
human or a ComCom;
• Through all holding layers, only a single holding position per owner is allowed;
• The ComCom has the first right to buy any ownership over itself and each of its owners must match its
criteria;
• Per each ComCom, all the peers together equally hold (d) times 100 percent of the ComCom, such that (v)
reflects (m),
• as (d) times (m) equals (c) times (v) or
• as (d) times (i) equals (c) times (n)
• where
• (d) represents its decentralization, as 0<=(d)<=<=1,
• (n) is the number of shares per each of its peer owner, as (d)<=(n)<=1,
• (c) is the number of it peer owners, which is to be independently decided in qualified
majority by them,
• (i) is number of its issued shares, being also the number of its individual owners – the
owners through all layers of owning it,
• (m) is its estimated “market” value,
• (v) is the ownership value of each of its peers;
• where the range of changes in (v) is proportional to number of peers, such that steepness=(nextVv)*(c/v) , where |steepness|<= peer-proportionality being a constant number (default=1);
• The form of decision in each ComCom must be transparent to its owners and includes:
• the peer’s ratio threshold for (the peers’ Independent-ComCom-authority made in qualified
majority) deciding about any policy in regard to both: the number of peers and the number of shares
held by each peer
• the medium – how do the owners meet and
• the advance notification – the time and information to be given in advance;
• The type of the ComCom can only once in its creation be decided, either as having its (d) constant or
changeable and either being open or sealed (allowing no more owners over it), where
• all the individual owners of the ComCom through all layers, are its members (as the number of
ComCom’s members’ equals the number of shares),
• if the ComCom is sealed or its (d) is changeable, then
• each member must first become ComCom’s peer and can always return to that position and
• the number of shares held by one peer is to be independently decided in qualified majority
by the peers.

